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Massive coral bleaching events are becoming more severe and frequent due to extreme marine heat waves caused by climate change. A united global response from marine scientists, practitioners, and policymakers is urgently needed. Numerous studies have highlighted the lack of comparability and the need for global integration of coral monitoring strategies. In this study, we helped address this gap by comprehensively reviewing coral bleaching field survey methods as a first step for global ground-truthing of the Allen Coral Atlas (the Atlas) satellite-based bleaching monitoring tool. To do this, we implemented both qualitative and quantitative approaches to assess the most commonly applied survey methods in published literature as well as those used by key monitoring programs and organizations at the global scale. First, we qualitatively surveyed (300+) coral reef scientists and managers across the world to capture practical experience and field survey methods used. We then performed a quantitative analysis using a recently published global coral-bleaching database (van Woesik and Kratochwill, 2022) to identify the spatial and temporal distribution of survey methods used. Our analysis identifies strengths, limitations, intended audiences, and scale of application, among other indicators. Special attention was paid to survey methods that are most useful for coral bleaching sensitivity analysis and those most appropriate for validating satellite-based products. Initial results show photo quadrats as one of the common methods, in addition to belt and line transects. Our work provides a thorough synthesis, typology, and classification scheme for coral bleaching field methods used at the global scale that could be used for the validation of the Atlas coral bleaching detection tools.
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